<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>Who do you think is at this level?</th>
<th>What did you SEE, HEAR, THINK when you watched them this week?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sapphire – | No change from past  
Slower, but consistent  
Forgetful – helped with written or verbal cues  
Oriented to current situation, place, time, and person  
May have emotional distress over life events, but is connected to why, and can talk it out | |
| Diamond - | Still sharp & clear  
Old habits & routines  
Territorial/invading space  
Respect authority  
Leaders/followers  
Joiners/Loners  
CANNOT remember NEW  
Will ask over and over  
Will retell old stories LOTS | |
| Emerald - | Wants to do – makes mistakes without supervision  
Needs things to do  
Needs help to fill the day  
Forgets steps if not prompted at that time  
Uses visual info  
Gesture, point, offer  
Dislikes “help” phrase  
Likes friendly & partners  
Gets lost in time & place  
Repeats doing over & over | |
| Amber - | All about sensation  
In the MOMENT  
Help meet sensory needs  
?LOW sensory tolerance  
Busy fingers  
Things in mouth  
Fiddling & messing  
Exploring their world  
Time alone/with others  
Quiet space/Busy space  
Upset during personal care tasks  
Use H-h-H and resting hand  
Back off & re-approach | |
| Ruby - | Walks a lot  
Sleeping a lot  
Fine motor stopping  
Follows others  
Copies grossly  
Fall risk  
Support rest breaks  
Guide to next place/space  
Respect space needs | |
| Pearl - | Becoming immobile  
Increasing reflexes  
Swallowing problems  
Weight loss  
Stiffness & contractures  
SLOW responses  
Little speech  
Limited awareness  
Watch for NEEDS by LOOK, LISTEN, FEEL | |